Natural Sciences & Engineering Research
Lunchtime Q&A and Capacity-Building Events
Summer/Fall 2017

General Sessions

**Research Budgets 101:** Wed, Aug 9; noon – 1:30PM, MWB 220
This interactive session aims to help you improve your research application budgets and budget justifications. The session will be led by Nicole Kitson, Senior Grants Officer, and Debra Anderson, Manager of Research Finances.

**The ABCs of Grantscrafting:** Thurs, Aug 17; noon – 1pm, MWB 220
This interactive session aims to help you improve the crafting of your research proposal. Learn critical elements for a successful application from your ORS Grants team.

**Canadian Common CV (CCV) Facilitation – Drop-in sessions:** Tues, Aug 22; 1-2pm and Fri, Sept 22; 1-2pm (McPherson Library Room 130)
Bring your CV to these drop-in sessions to learn about the Canadian Common CV and how to enter information into the system. A CCV is required for, among others, NSERC Discovery and RTI grants, SSHRC Insight Development grants, and CIHR Foundation and Project grants.

**Ethics & Funding Roadmap:** Wed, Nov 8; Noon – 1pm, MWB 220
This session will help you navigate research ethics and funding release approval. Join our Human Research Ethics Facilitator for an interactive session on what you need to know and who you should connect with.

**Can you Patent a Frog?** Tues, Nov 14; Noon – 1pm, MWB 220
This question and your other burning questions on Intellectual Property at the University of Victoria will be addressed. This presentation will review the basics of Intellectual Property (patents, trademarks and copyright) at UVic with plenty of time for questions.

Funding Opportunity Sessions

**NSERC Discovery Grant Notice of Intent (NOI) Webinar**
Wed, July 26; 10 am – noon
To login, select the appropriate link from here: [http://nsercofcanada.adobeconnect.com/complete-application/](http://nsercofcanada.adobeconnect.com/complete-application/). The mandatory Notice of Intent to apply is August 1st. The internal deadline for full application is October 18th.

**NSERC Discovery Grant Reviewer Panel**
Wed, Sep. 6; noon – 1 pm (MWB 120)
Join us for a discussion on how to strengthen your grant submissions to the Natural Sciences & Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). NSERC Committee Reviewers will be available to answer your questions. The mandatory Notice of Intent to apply is August 1st. The internal deadline for full application is October 18th.

**NSERC Discovery Grant Application Webinar**
Sept 21 and Sept 27 (English); Sept 19 (French), 10am - noon
To login, select the appropriate link from here: [http://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/NSERC-CRSNG/Reports-Rapports/RP-CCV-Webinar_eng.asp](http://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/NSERC-CRSNG/Reports-Rapports/RP-CCV-Webinar_eng.asp). The mandatory Notice of Intent to apply is August 1st. The internal deadline for full application is October 18th.

**NSERC Research Tools and Instruments (RTI) Webinar**
Aug 31 and Sept 14 (English), Aug 23 and Sept 12 (French), 10am - noon
To login, select the appropriate link from here: [http://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/NSERC-CRSNG/Reports-Rapports/RP-CCV-Webinar_eng.asp](http://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/NSERC-CRSNG/Reports-Rapports/RP-CCV-Webinar_eng.asp). NSERC has removed the quota for this competition; there is now a mandatory peer review process for NSERC RTIs. Please send your Form 101 and CCV (PI only) to Nicole Kitson, grants@uvic.ca, by Sept 12th. The internal deadline for the full application is Oct 18th.

Please RSVP for any of the above sessions to resprog3@uvic.ca.